2016 Row by Row Home Sweet Home Pattern: Little Log H♥H

Special thanks to Linda Walter for designing our “title” row! Use this pattern and the Creative Grids 4” Log Cabin Trim Tool to make a title row for your 2016 quilt. Ask us for more great patterns using this tool, or visit http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRJAWMN4 and call us to special order!

Finished Size 9-1/2” x 36-1/2”

Fabric Requirements:
1/4-yard background fabric
Fat Eighth for letters
Fat Sixteenth for heart and roofs
Fat Sixteenth each of two log/chimney fabrics (or variety of scraps)

Cutting: (Refer to row schematic on reverse for placement of pieces in row)
Background Fabric
A (2) - 1-1/2” x 36-1/2”
Heart Background (1) - 5-1/2” x 7-1/2”
B (4) - 2-1/2” x 1-1/2”
C (4) - 2-1/2” x 2-1/2”
D (4) - 1-1/2” x 1-1/2”
E (2) - 1” x 7-1/2”
G (4) - 1-1/2” x 3-1/2”
H (2) - 2-1/2” x 1-1/2”
I (4) - 1” x 4-1/2”
J (4) - 1-1/2” x 1-1/2”
K (2) - 2-1/2” x 5-1/2”

Cut two each of template 2 and 2R (add 1/4 seam allowance on all sides)

Letters
B (4) - 2-1/2” x 1-1/2”
D (4) - 1-1/2” x 1-1/2”
F (10) - 1-1/2” x 7-1/2”
H (2) - 2-1/2” x 1-1/2”
J (4) - 1-1/2” x 1-1/2”

Chimney Fabrics
D (2) - 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” (cut one from each color)

Roof - Cut two Template 1 (add 1/4 seam allowance on all sides)

Heart - Use Template for Machine Applique OR add seam allowance for needle turn applique; cut one.

Construction:
All seam allowances are 1/4”

Make Courthouse Steps blocks:
Using the two different log fabrics, make a 4” finished Courthouse Steps log cabin block using the Creative Grids® Log Cabin Trim Tool. Begin with a D background piece.

Make Chimney Unit: Sew background B pieces to Chimney D pieces. Press toward D. Make two (2).

Make Roof Unit: Using background and roof pieces cut with templates, piece 2 and 2R background to each side of 1 roof. Press toward roof. Make two (2). See diagram on reverse for positioning 2 & 2R pieces. Add to top of log cabin unit.

Add chimney unit to top. Your completed “O” block should measure 5-1/2” x 7-1/2”.

Make two letter H blocks: Piece center of H by adding background G pieces to letter D pieces. Press toward D. Add F strips to each side and press toward F.

Make two letter M blocks: Make two flying geese for top of M by adding 1-1/2” J squares to each side of H rectangles; stitch on diagonal, trim and press. (See diagram on reverse.)
Construct your flying geese units for the letter M block as shown. Your geese should measure 2-1/2” x 1-1/2” unfinished. Use background fabric for one rectangle and letter fabric for the other rectangle to make top of letter M.

Make two geese with background as rectangle and two geese with letter fabric as rectangle. Sew one of each geese together. Add to K rectangle and add F rectangles to each side. Press seams toward F.

Make two letter E blocks: Sew background D to letter D, press toward letter. Add background C to top and bottom; press toward center unit. Add letter B to top and bottom; press toward B. Add F rectangle to left side and press toward F.


Add Heart Center: Following schematic below, sew heart background between two HOME rectangles. Press toward letters. Applique the heart using the template and your favorite applique method. (Remember to add 1/4” to template if using hand applique. To machine applique, trace shape on fusible of choice.)

Add top and bottom border: Sew A rectangles to top and bottom to complete row. Press toward A.